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Rural Connections
By SHIRLEY BLOOMFIELD, CEO
NTCA–The Rural Broadband Association

A partner to support

RURAL AMERICA
The Foundation for Rural
Service makes a difference

O

ur members work hard to serve our
nation’s rural communities, but they
do not do it alone. I’d like to shine
a spotlight on an organization whose work I
respect, appreciate and support.
The professionals of the Foundation for
Rural Service, known as FRS, deserve praise
for all the benefits they provide to thousands
of people. Established as a nonprofit in 1994,
they have made a positive difference for
nearly 30 years.
Many of you may know their efforts to help
educate young people in rural communities
through scholarships and the popular Youth
Tour trip to our nation’s capital. FRS also
annually takes key congressional staff out
into our communities to see the challenges
faced when deploying broadband.
In particular I want to give a special nod to
the annual FRS Community Grant Program
designed to benefit communities served by
NTCA members. The goal is to support local
efforts committed to improving and sustaining rural America. The grants have four areas
of concentration: business and economic
development, community development,
education and telecommunications — the last
is a chance to highlight a local plan to support
broadband resources for telehealth, education
and more. For more information about these
programs, visit www.frs.org.
Just like the NTCA member serving you,
a remarkable community partner where you
live, FRS combines the resources and visibility of all NTCA members to benefit communities like yours across the country. 
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Get your free
annual credit report
Spot scammers early

A free credit report is one of the quickest ways to spot identity theft —
someone taking your name, date of birth, address, credit card or bank
account information, Social Security or medical insurance numbers.
Scammers can quickly drain a bank account, run up charges on a credit
card, get a new credit card in your name and more.
What is a credit report?
A credit report is a summary of your personal credit history, including
identifying details such as an address, date of birth and information
such as whether bills were paid on time or someone has filed for
bankruptcy.
Three national credit bureaus — Equifax, Experian and TransUnion —
collect and update this information.
The credit bureaus must:
` Make sure the information they collect about you is accurate
` Give you a free copy of your report once every 12 months
` Give you a chance to fix any mistakes
How do I order my free annual credit reports? The simplest solution is
Coordinating
to visit AnnualCreditReport.com.
those steps is also easier
It’s fast
than
and
ever.
easy.
Modern computer
operating systems offer options to automate most of the details.

Cryptocurrency 101

A beginner’s guide to the new currency

F

or many people, the idea of
cryptocurrency, or digital money,
is downright mysterious. Still,
cryptocurrency has been around more than
a decade, and a growing number of people
are starting to use and invest in the world
of virtual coins and tokens.
But what, exactly, is it? How does it
work? And how do you get it?

CRYPTO BASICS
Put simply, cryptocurrency is digital
money. There are no physical coins or
paper dollar bills you can pull out and put
in a billfold. But it’s also not backed up
by any asset. According to bitstamp.net,
cryptocurrencies are a tradable asset in and
of themselves. Their price is determined
by demand and the supply available.
Like gold, cryptocurrency’s value is
in its scarcity and its uses — or potential
uses in crypto’s case, according to an
Investopedia article in December 2021.
Bitcoin, which is the most valuable of the
different cryptocurrencies, is limited to a
quantity of 21 million bitcoins. And while
gold is often useful for industrial applications and in valuable jewelry, crypto might
be of service in a number of retail transactions one day.

the Internal Revenue Service taxes cryptocurrency as either property, investment
or earned income. Because of this, crypto
dabblers should keep careful records of all
their transactions.

UPS AND DOWNS?
Cryptocurrency is known for its volatile market. In one day in 2021, Bitcoin
dropped by 30% — a huge fluctuation in
any other trading market. As a new currency that’s not legal tender and which any
government can issue, crypto can move
wildly up or down based on just about
anything — perceptions, news articles or,
most notably, a tweet from tech entrepreneur Elon Musk.

RESEARCH AND START SLOW
To find out more about cryptocurrency,
make sure to do your research. Seek out
sources crypto advertisers or others with
vested interests in particular products aren’t
backing. Those determined to try it out
should invest conservatively while learning
more about the market along the way. 

Crypto lingo
Knowing more about cryptocurrencies
requires learning new words and phrases.
Here are a few that are sure to pop up
frequently:
FUD — FUD is an acronym that stands for
“fear, uncertainty, doubt.” In the crypto
world, FUD is negative information that
can deter investors.
HODL — HODL is an acronym for “hold
on for dear life,” but internet lore jokes
that its origins came from a typo for the
word “hold.” Either way, cryptocurrency
investors use it to caution others against
selling when the market is volatile.
NFT — NFT stands for non-fungible tokens.
NFTs are pieces of digital content linked
to the Ethereum blockchain. Non-fungible
basically means that the digital content is
unique and cannot be replaced. Because
of this fact, NFTs make digital works of art
and other items into one-of-a-kind assets.
Sats — Short for Satoshis, sats are the
smallest fraction of a bitcoin that you can
send — 0.00000001 of a bitcoin. Hardcore bitcoin traders look at sats, not the
dollar amount of bitcoin. Note: Satoshi
Nakamoto is the made-up name of the
person or people who created bitcoin.

HOW TO GET IT
Most people buy it online and store it
in a virtual wallet. The easiest way to buy
cryptocurrency is through one of many
centralized exchanges that come up on an
online search. There are several types of
cryptocurrencies, including the three top
ones: Bitcoin, Etherium and Tether.

CRYPTO AND TAXES
The banking system and the government
do not oversee cryptocurrency transactions. Instead, these transactions are
supported by blockchain, a technology that
tracks who owns what. But that doesn’t
mean cryptocurrency isn’t taxable. In fact,
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Congratulations, graduates
A bright future awaits

T

hroughout our community, young adults are experiencing a milestone — they’re about to begin their first post-high school summer. It’s a moment that deserves celebration — a cap on 12 years
of hard work and accomplishment.
Even if you’re like me and the high school years have been in
the rearview for a while, the memories can still seem fresh. After
all, this is such a vivid time, one often filled with excitement, hope
and sometimes trepidation. Each of these young people will soon
make choices, many of which have been years in the making.
Some of them will go on to higher learning. Others may breathe a
sigh of relief to leave school behind and enter the workforce, start
families or explore countless other possibilities. All graduates must
choose their own paths.
Some of our young people have already faced adult challenges,
CRAIG COOK
Chief Executive Officer
working jobs or carrying responsibilities that, in an ideal world,
would have waited until they were older. Life isn’t the same for
everyone, and it’s often difficult. We appreciate that the circumstances for each high school graduate are unique, and we hope we
can offer one consistent thread of support to all members of the communities we serve. At
HCTC, we often discuss the principles that are the bedrock of what we do, one of which is
concern for the community.
Our communications network — our fast, reliable internet service in particular — can open
doors that didn’t exist just a few years ago. Online learning, work-from-home jobs, support
for employers and so much more are now available. We are in a rural area, but we have an
immediate connection to resources needed to thrive in a modern world. The playing field is
more level than ever between cities and communities like ours.
One example of success is the young people leaving high school today and the link they
have, not only to the online world, but also to real-world resources once unheard of in rural
communities. Imagine moving away for school or a job and being able to use a video call to
connect with family back home. No matter how far our graduates roam, there’s a convenient
link to the people who have supported them every step of the way.
We believe, however, that helping the community goes beyond the services we provide,
and we know many other local businesses feel the same. Scholarships, internships, support
for athletic programs and first jobs are just a few ways we work to help students attending our
schools and this current group of young graduates about to strike out on their own.
While this is a time of celebration for the Class of 2022 and their families, I believe it’s also
a time for us to celebrate as a community. Life will bring hurdles and triumphs. Many of these
former high school students will go on to become part of the fabric of our communities, and
others will venture away, carrying the values and lessons they learned here with them for the
rest of their lives.
I wish to congratulate all the graduates and their families. Thanks to you, the future is
bright, exciting and filled with possibilities. 
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HCTC is more than a provider of stateof-the-art telecommunications products
and services. We are a member-owned
cooperative with an elected board of
directors who govern our organization using
our bylaws, member input and business and
industry conditions to guide their decisions.
We are proud residents of the communities
we serve, and we’re dedicated to not only
providing the best services possible, but doing
so in a way that is ethical, safe and productive
for our friends and neighbors. This institution
is an equal opportunity provider and employer.
Mission Statement: To be the premier
provider of modern telecommunications and
broadband services throughout our region.
Send address corrections to:
HCTC
P.O. Box 768 • 220 Carolyn
Ingram, TX 78025
Telephone: 830-367-5333
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Robert (Bob) Trees – District 1A Ingram
Kari Short – District 1B Ingram
Willard R. (Randy) Bass – District 2 Hunt
James E. (Jim) Haynie – District 3
Mountain Home/Garven Store
Vice President
Stephen (Steve) Stengel – District 4 Doss
Dorrie Cooper – District 5 Fredonia, Katemcy,
Pontotoc and Streeter
Kathleen (Kathy) Bohn – District 6A
Comfort/Sisterdale
Jane Perilloux – District 6B Comfort/Sisterdale
Kari Potter – District 7 Center Point
President
Tracy Castillo – District 8 Medina/Tarpley
Linda Reagor – District 9 Frio Canyon (includes
Concan, Leakey, Reagan Wells & Rio Frio)
Secretary-Treasurer
Produced for HCTC by:

On the Cover:
Comfort-based
artists Hannah
and Nemo use
repurposed
aluminum cans to
create mosaics that
celebrate color and
movement.
See story Page 9.
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DAY

HCTC offices will be closed
on Monday, May 30, in
observance of Memorial Day.
HCTC honors the memory of all the
service members who gave their
lives for our country.

The 2022 nominations for HCTC directors will open on
July 29, with nominations posted by Aug. 19. Petitions for
nominations are due on or before Sept. 2. Qualifications and
nominations for directors can be found in the bylaws under
section numbers 4.3 and 4.4. Bylaws are available online at
hctc.net or in the back of the May 2022 phone book.
DISTRICT 1A — Ingram
DISTRICT 5 — Fredonia, Katemcy, Pontotoc and Streeter
DISTRICT 6B — Comfort and Sisterdale

©JProstock-studio, rowr/Adobe Stock

2022 NOMINATIONS

THE LATEST GENERATION OF WI-FI IS HERE!
HCTC’s lightning-fast internet service is now even better,
thanks to the latest in Wi-Fi technology. All new fiber-to-thehome internet customers will be provided with a Wi-Fi 6 router,
offering the fastest and most secure connection available.

WHAT IS WI-FI 6?
Simply put, Wi-FI 6 is the sixth — and latest — generation of
wireless communications technology. The Wi-Fi Alliance, the
organization that names Wi-Fi technologies, recently simplified
the system so consumers can better match their devices to
compatible Wi-Fi tools.

WHY IS IT BETTER?
• Speed — A single device connected to a Wi-Fi 6 network
should be about 40% faster than if it were running on a Wi-Fi
5 router. Latency — the time it takes for information to travel
from Point A to Point B — is also lower on Wi-Fi 6 networks, a
huge upside for gaming and virtual reality applications.
• Backward compatibility — Don’t worry, all your family’s devices
haven’t suddenly become obsolete. Wi-Fi 6 routers will work
with Wi-Fi 5 devices, as well as many older devices.
• More devices — Wi-Fi 6 networks can support more devices at
once than previous generations. Rather than waiting their turn
while other devices access the internet, as was the case with
older generations of Wi-Fi, Wi-Fi 6 networks are more efficient,
serving multiple devices simultaneously.
• Security — All Wi-Fi 6 devices require the most secure encryption standard, known as WPA3. Some earlier devices offered
WPA3. However, by making it mandatory, Wi-Fi 6 networks are
harder to infiltrate.
• Battery life — Using a process called Target Wake Time,
Wi-Fi 6 networks better control how often devices wake up 		
to send or receive data, significantly reducing battery drain 		
on mobile devices.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON WI-FI 6 ROUTERS,
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL HCTC OFFICE.
HCTC
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TRAVEL

The Joy of

Summertime

W

hether you’re looking for thrill rides or family time, there are theme parks that dot the Texas coast and deliver a day — or
even more — of fun.
Going to an amusement park is an adventure for the whole family. Some may go for the thrills of dropping down from
the sky while others may enjoy the chills of a haunted house. Still others might go for the food. There’s an assortment of fun and fare
to be had, and Texas offers a boatload of it.
“The waterfront along Texas’ coast offers amusement parks with picturesque views, engaging midway games, live entertainment,
fantastic food and seaside thrills on roller coasters stretching over the Gulf of Mexico,” says Tim Fennell, director of Travel Texas, an
office responsible for promoting Texas as a premier travel destination. “These family-friendly parks are a fun, nostalgic way to enjoy
the scenic Texas coast and make a captivating addition to any itinerary.”
Here are some parks that offer thrilling rides, good food and family fun, so head to the coast and prepare yourselves for the action. 
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History meets fun at
Pleasure Pier in Galveston,
where there’s a little
adventure for everyone.
Rides, games, food and more
create a classic destination
on the Gulf of Mexico.

KEMAH BOARDWALK, KEMAH, TEXAS

Race across Galveston Bay in a giant speedboat or
test your bravado on the Boardwalk Bullet, a one-ofa-kind wooden coaster, as it loops and plunges its way
around its track. Or try the Drop Zone with its 140-foot
drop that will make your heart race. It’s all part of a
day spent at Kemah Boardwalk just 20 miles south of
Houston.

The Kemah Boardwalk, only
20 miles south
of Houston, creates a unique
experience.
It extends across 60 acres wit
h rides and
experiences perfect for visi
tors of any age.

Many consider the boardwalk, lying along the shores
of Galveston Bay and Cedar Lake, one of the best in
the country. Spread over 60 acres, it has everything
you’d want for an exciting getaway to the coast. Not
only does it boast incredible rides, it’s a megaplex
filled with restaurants and shopping venues.
There are rides appropriate for the little ones,
such as a double-decker carousel; a ride aboard a
replica of the famous 1863 C.P. Huntington train;
or the Wonder Wheel, a pint-size version of a Ferris
wheel. Pack bathing suits and let the kids frolic in
dancing water fountains. There’s also an arcade and
playground on-site.
Dining options range from seafood at Landry’s to
Tex-Mex at Cadillac Bar and steaks at Saltgrass,
among a dozen other eateries. Individual ride tickets
are $5-$20 while all-day passes are $18.99-$24.99
and are available for unlimited excitement on
every ride except for Boardwalk Beast,
Iron Eagle and Stingray Reef. Want
to make a weekend of it? Book a
room at the only hotel on the
boardwalk, Boardwalk Inn,
with 58 rooms overlooking
Galveston Bay.
For more information, visit
kemahboardwalk.com or
search Facebook.

GRAVITY PARK, SOUTH PADRE ISLAND

Defy gravity at Gravity Park on The Rocket, the tallest reverse
bungee jump in the world, or take a nerve-wracking ride on
the Skycoaster, a giant swing that’ll hoist you 110 feet into
the air. But the real thrill comes when you pull the ripcord
and plummet back to terra firma. There are go-kart
tracks for both kids and adults, a 60-foot Ferris
wheel, a trampoline ride, an arcade, mini golf
and a climbing wall. What the park may lack
in size it makes up for in family fun.
Individual ride tickets for kids’ rides
are $8. Prices for adult rides, golf and
go-karts are $10-$25 with senior discounts for golf available.
For more information, jump on over to
gravitypark.squarespace.com or visit the
park on Facebook.
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TECH TIPS

Stay

connected
Hi!

I’M KERRY SUTTON.

Check out our
podcasts!
Want to hear more from
the folks you read about
in Connection? Then
head over to hctc.net/
resources/podcast for
“Inside the Connection”
and “10 Minute Tech Tips,”
our podcasts hosted by
Kerry Sutton.

DEVICE

OF THE MONTH

Secrets to
Bluetooth
success

W

hen you’re shopping for a speaker,
earbuds, headphones or even game
controllers, if they have wireless
connectivity, the odds are it will be through
Bluetooth. But what is Bluetooth, and how can
you get the most out of the technology?

BLUE RADIO

LightBlue
For those, hopefully, rare
occasions when you can’t
find your Fitbit, earbuds or
other Bluetooth-enabled
devices, the LightBlue app
can help. As long as your
device has some charge
left and was on when you
lost it, the app can scan
for Bluetooth devices
and even tell you the
signal strength, allowing
you to pinpoint a more
exact location. The app is
available for free for Apple
and Android devices.
8 | May/June 2022

Put simply, Bluetooth is a short-range wireless technology standard that transmits data
using radio waves.
Whether it’s taking a call from your iPhone
on your AirPods, pairing your Amazon Echo
to a Windows PC or sending a document from
your Android device to a waiting printer,
Bluetooth is a generally secure way to send data
or voice over short distances. Connections are
encrypted, and the devices periodically switch
radio frequencies to prevent easy interception.
The name for this pervasive technology
comes from King Harald “Bluetooth” Gormsson, who, according to the official Bluetooth
website, was known for two things: uniting
Denmark and Norway in 958 and having a dead
tooth, which was the dark, blue-gray color that
gave him his nickname.
Bluetooth developed to allow products from
different manufacturers to connect. Just as the
Danish king united competing factions, so, too,
did his namesake technology. In 1998, Ericsson,
Intel, Nokia, Toshiba and IBM were the original
Bluetooth adopters.

King Harald not only inspired the standard’s
name, but his initials — in runic form — also
became the distinctive Bluetooth logo.

BLUE TIPS
While Bluetooth is an inexpensive, highly
compatible wireless standard, it has some limitations. Follow these tips if you’re having trouble with your connections or want to improve
their quality.
• Keep a clear signal: While its low-power
signals and frequency hopping abilities generally allow Bluetooth devices to avoid interference, it can still run into trouble from a host
of devices, including baby monitors, cordless
phones and microwaves.
• Stay within range: The Bluetooth range for
most consumer devices is about 30 feet. Make
sure you stay within range for uninterrupted
transmission.
• Expand that range: If staying within 30 feet
is not practical, Bluetooth routers can extend
the range up to 1,000 feet in open air. With
a router, you can leave your phone charging
inside and still have a Bluetooth speaker
going in the backyard.
• Charge up: This may seem obvious, but a
device’s charge impacts its ability to transmit
wireless signals. Keeping your device properly
charged will help keep a steady connection. 

HCTC

Moving mosaics

Hannah Dreiss and Nemo use
colorful aluminum cans as the
raw material for their art.

Artist couple finds the treasure in the trash
Story by LUIS CARRASCO

Y

ou’ve never seen garbage look
this stunning.”
That statement, part of Hannah
and Nemo’s website, captures not only the
artists’ good humor but perfectly describes
their creations — they are stunning. The
Texas couple specializes in shimmering
mosaic art — vivid colors blending and
dancing — made from hole-punched
aluminum cans.
The two have known each other for
more than 20 years, but it took awhile for
them to collaborate on what has become
their signature artwork.
Hannah, whose last name is Dreiss, and
Nemo, whose last name was unavailable
for this story because, as he says, “would
you ask Madonna or Prince that question?” met in 2001. Both studied architecture in San Antonio and were hired at
the same firm. While they were working
together, Nemo started to paint and began
doing art shows in the area.
Eventually, Hannah dabbled in creating
art herself using aluminum cans, but she
didn’t really pursue it. When her work
took them to Colorado, they met other
artists and found inspiration in different
creative pursuits. “When we moved to
Denver, it was just completely different.
We were like, ‘Wow, this is cool. Everybody’s doing something,’” Nemo says.
“We decided we wanted to check out other
art scenes.”
They bought a camper van in 2010 and
hit the road. They traveled the country,
staying overnight in Walmart parking
lots and rest areas, selling Nemo’s art at
festivals along the way. “We were living
van life before it was a hashtag,” Hannah
jokes. “We didn’t have a lot of money,
but we didn’t care. We didn’t need a lot of
money.”
Hannah’s cancer diagnosis in 2012
forced them to slow down. It also put

HCTC

them on the path to their current work —
exploring Hannah’s earlier experiments
with aluminum. “I couldn’t do it because
I was too weak, but Nemo did it,” Hannah
says. “By the time I was better and we
started applying for festivals again, we had
enough of the moving mosaics to submit
with that form of art.”

MOVING FROM ON THE ROAD
TO ONLINE

©Gabe Herrera

“

After a decade of traveling, they
returned to Texas and settled in Comfort
where they are building a cabin.
Although some of their work has been
available through popular online retailer
Uncommon Goods, with a house came
reliable internet service through HCTC
and their business switched to 100%
online sales. The couple also became very
active on social media where their Instagram posts regularly garner thousands
of likes and some of their TikTok videos
have millions of views. It’s not just the
quality of their work that shines through
online but also their efforts to make fun,
entertaining videos that people can enjoy.
“Once we started applying ourselves to
being ‘internet personalities,’ our audience
just started growing, and our sales went
up,” Hannah says. “We’re just hoping that
we can sustain this because it’s working
really well.”
The pair is taking their newfound success one step at a time and wants to make
sure their growth doesn’t affect the art.
While they are considering hiring staff to
handle the financial side of the business,
the creative part remains theirs alone,
Nemo says. “I prefer we touch every art
piece,” he says. “So you get a good, original, original.”
You can check out Hannah and Nemo’s
very original work through their website,
hannahandnemo.com. 
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GAMING

on
the

GO

Your mobile devices have plenty to offer

S

THREES

Among Us

There are plenty of sudoku apps available
but only one that puts goodness right
in the name. The game’s designers set
out with the goal of helping players fall
in love with the familiar Japanese logic
puzzles. Clear difficulty levels, helpful
hints and coaching for new techniques at
each level make it the perfect entry for
the sudoku-curious out there. If you’re
already a logic master, it also has more
than 70,000 puzzles to be conquered and
a global leaderboard to chase.

You’d be hard-pressed to find a better
puzzle game than Threes. It’s easy to
pick up since there are only four directions a player can swipe. But the task
of pairing numbers into ever greater
multiples of three can quickly become
a challenge requiring players to think at
least three moves ahead. Whether you’re
looking to pass 5 minutes or chase high
scores on the leaderboard, Threes is
worth checking out.

Among Us became wildly popular in
2020 in part because it’s easy to understand. A group of players attempts to
prep their spaceship for takeoff while one
imposter tries to pick the others off while
no one is looking. It’s a simple premise
that can lead to chaotic hijinks as players
try to smoke out the saboteur. Lying to
your friends has never been so fun.

Who knew your phone could be the perfect platform for a clever noir
story? Device 6 puts players in the role of Anna, a woman with amnesia
trying to figure out how she woke up on a mysterious island. The game
infuses the classic text adventure genre with modern style and engaging
visuals as words move around the screen in unexpected ways. If you’re
looking for something a little different from the typical mobile experience,
Device 6 is bound to have a few welcome surprises in store.

NYT CROSSWORD
Sure, you could pull out the newspaper and pen to fill out your crossword the old-school way. Or you could save yourself the ink stains and
errors by tackling the daily crossword on your phone. The app offers
Mini and Midi puzzles for a challenge you can knock out in minutes.
Or take on the full crossword each day, along with the archive of over
10,000 puzzles. Now there’s no excuse not to stay sharp.
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Good Sudoku
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ure, mobile games may be a distraction many of us turn to while waiting in line or during
a slow episode of our favorite TV binge. But that doesn’t mean they have to be bad. As our
mobile devices have evolved into tiny computers in our pockets, the visuals and clever design
of mobile games have grown right along with them. If you’re burned out on Angry Birds and
Candy Crush, try one of these games to keep your idle thumbs busy.

Art/Adob
e Stock
©Disobey

Make the

CONNECTION

T

he video game industry remains scorching hot, and not
just because people turned to a virtual distraction during
the pandemic. Certainly, they did. However, the trajectory
of the gaming industry continues a yearslong trend of increased
popularity.
Nielsen, a company tracking how various audiences use media,
provided some insight last year into video game usage.
At one point during the pandemic, 55% of U.S. consumers
reported playing video games. In fact, people were buying games
at a fast clip, with sales rising about 14% during 2020.
There’s a twist with modern gaming, too. People use it to
connect with each other. The game Fortnite became famous for
in-game live events, and more and more people began using
services like Twitch to watch others play games, according to
Nielsen.
Simply, gaming goes beyond, well, just a game. It’s an experience, one made possible by fast, reliable internet.
But are you maximizing your connection for how you experience gaming?

BENEFITS OF WI-FI

THE CONNECTION

When speed matters, an Ethernet is often the right option.

Your internet provider connects your home to the
online world, a physical connection where the
final stop is a router. Think of this as the gateway between your home and the internet.
Most modern routers
allow two types of
connections: Wi-Fi
and Ethernet.

Wi-Fi uses radio waves to connect the router to your devices,
eliminating the clutter of cables. Devices ranging from televisions
to refrigerators can use this technology to connect online.
Gaming-related benefits of Wi-Fi include:
• Convenient for mobile games on phones and iPads.
• The ability to connect multiple devices without cables.
• Most devices, including computers, set-top boxes and more, have
Wi-Fi connectivity. The same can’t be said for wired Ethernet connections. Even some laptops lack the option for an Ethernet connection.
• For watching streaming content such as Twitch, Wi-Fi wirelessly takes
devices ranging from TVs to tablets online.

BENEFITS OF ETHERNET — WHEN GAMING GETS SERIOUS
An Ethernet connection is a physical link between your device
and router. With modern online gaming, success can depend upon
how fast the twitch of a finger on a controller can be translated into
actions in an online world living on a faraway computer server.

• Consistency: Unlike Wi-Fi signals, which can be affected by walls or
even signals from other devices, the wired connection’s speed should
remain consistent with that provided by your internet service.
• Lower latency, which is the time it takes a bit of data to leave
your device, reach its online destination and then complete the
round trip. With gaming, lower latency is critical, and Ethernet is a
difference-maker.
• Simple and secure: Connect an Ethernet cable to your device and to
your router and get playing. It’s that simple. Unlike with Wi-Fi routers,
you typically do not need to enter a password to connect.
• The downside is that cable clutter is real. Serious gamers in particular,
though, will benefit from devices connected via Ethernet.
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The power of
Harnessing solar energy helps KPUB keep rates low
Story by ANDREA AGARDY

S

everal years ago, a handful of
Kerrville Public Utility Board
customers came forward with a
bright idea that is now helping keep
energy costs low for all of the utility’s
users. Working with local nonprofit
organizations and the city of Kerrville,
KPUB developed six community solar
systems, scattered across four sites in its
146-square-mile service area.
“It was really in response to customer
inquiries and customers looking at
installing solar on their own,” says KPUB
General Manager and CEO Mike Wittler.
“We had some larger customers that had
solar developers approaching them, and
they were interested in community solar.
I thought it would be best if we took the
lead and helped.”
Mo-Ranch, a Presbyterian conference
center and summer camp in Hunt, was the
first location to host a solar system. Other
locations soon followed, including one
at Schreiner University and two systems
on city of Kerrville property. Another
two sites sit on 10 acres of leased property known as the John E. Sample site, in
honor of a former KPUB board chairman.
All six systems combined cover roughly
35 acres of land and provide 2% of
KPUB’s total annual energy requirements.
The ground-mounted systems use solar
panels to collect energy from the sun,
which is converted to electricity. KPUB
purchases all of that energy and sells the
hosting nonprofit half that amount. The
remaining 50% is available for low- and
moderate-income customers to purchase.
The price of energy for customers purchasing from the community solar systems
is slightly below KPUB’s standard rates.
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The six community solar systems in KPUB’s service area generate 2% of the utility’s annual energy
requirement.

But the savings don’t stop there. “The
systems also help reduce our peak demand
for all of our customers, and that reduces
our transmission costs,” Wittler says.
That reduction translates to an annual
savings of more than $200,000. NextEra
Energy built, maintains and owns the solar
systems. “They have these systems all
over the country. They’re experts at doing
that, so this works well,” Wittler says.

NATIONAL RECOGNITION
KPUB’s efforts to add community solar
projects to its portfolio haven’t gone unnoticed. In May 2019, the utility was one of
the winners of the Solar Your Community
Challenge.
The U.S. Department of Energy Solar
Energy Technologies Office sponsors
the competition, and the International
City/County Management Association
administers it. The contest awarded a total

of $5 million in prizes to developers of
projects expanding solar access to lowand moderate-income households, state,
local and tribal governments and nonprofit
organizations.
KPUB was in the planning stages of its
project when officials learned of the DOE
challenge. “So, we made some modifications to our plans to put us in a better
position for that competition,” Wittler
says. Those changes paid off — literally.
KPUB received a $100,000 prize for being
selected as a winner in the low- to moderate-income program.
“This is a great example of how public
power utilities are able to find unique and
innovative solutions for their customers,”
Wittler says. “Our program helps hundreds
of low- and moderate-income households
by providing them competitively priced
solar energy. As a group, they will save
about $50,000 per year.”
HCTC

SUN
LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

Although KPUB has no immediate plans
to expand its solar footprint in Kerr County,
it does purchase solar power generated
at Long Draw, a massive 800,000-panel
installation spanning 2,000 acres in Borden
County out in West Texas. Greasewood,
a similarly sized project located in Pecos
County, is another power source.
And Wittler isn’t ruling out additional
solar options closer to home in the years
to come. “I think the next game-changer
on renewable energy sources, and when
we’ll really start doing things differently,
is when energy storage technology gets
more established and when the cost on it
comes down,” he says. “I think that’s going
to enable us to take a second look at more
renewables and how we can make that all
work together.”
In the meantime, KPUB is using its solar
systems not only to generate electricity,
but also as a form of community outreach.
“We use the solar systems periodically for
different educational opportunities,” says
Allison Bueche, KPUB director of customer
and community relations. “For example, the
Leadership Kerr County class visits for their
environmental day. We’ve used it for lunch
and learns for staff so people can see up
close and personal what the solar systems
look like and how they operate.” 
Top: Two solar systems, including
this one, are on property owned by
the city of Kerrville.
Middle: A ribbon-cutting ceremony
marked the completion of the solar
system at Schreiner University.
Bottom: KPUB General Manager and
CEO Mike Wittler (front row, third
from right) guides the Kerr County
Leadership class on a tour of a solar
system on city-owned property.

HCTC
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SOUTHWEST KITCHENS

So fresh and so
A unique technique locks more flavor in your veggies

T

he profusion of fresh vegetables coming our way this spring
means it’s time to learn a bit about
blanching, a technique that brings out the
beautiful flavors that only fresh produce
can bring — a taste explosion.
Blanching can be a cook’s best friend. It
destroys enzymes that make green veggies
turn brown and mushy, so it’s ideal when
you want to add green vegetables, such
as peas and asparagus, to your risotto.
Blanching also removes bitterness from
some of our more bitter vegetables, like
broccoli rabe. It’s also a great way to skin
tomatoes, as blanching loosens the skins
without cooking the fruit, something that
also works for peaches and plums. And
if you’re planning to prepare and serve a
veggie platter, blanch the carrots, broccoli,
pea pods and cauliflower. The veggies will
retain their color, but your guests will find
them much easier to chew.
Blanching is nothing more than boiling
vegetables until they’re just crisp-tender, then plunging them in an icy bath.
It sounds like a simple process, and it is,
but there are just a few steps to follow to
bring out the best of spring and summer’s
bounties.
If you’re a vegetable gardener, think
ahead for the cold days of winter when the
flavor of fresh vegetables is just a memory,
that is, unless you’ve blanched in advance
of freezing them. Not only does blanching
preserve the color and texture of your vegetables, it will also preserve their nutrient
content.

FOOD EDITOR
ANNE P. BRALY
IS A NATIVE OF
CHATTANOOGA,
TENNESSEE.
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Now that you know why you should
blanch, here’s how:
In order to stop the enzyme action that
breaks vegetables down, the food must
reach 180 degrees.
The time spent in boiling water and
time spent in ice water should be roughly
equal. If you’re not able to prepare a cold
immersion for your vegetables, putting
them in a colander under cold running
water will work.
Adding salt to your boiling water
will help make green vegetables even
greener. Steer clear of lemon juice or other
acids, though; these will react with the

chlorophyll and turn your greens brown.
And don’t use baking soda — it will damage the nutrients found in vegetables.
Use 1 gallon of water for each pound of
food to be blanched. If you overload the
water with vegetables, it will lower the
water’s temperature and slow the cooking
process, defeating the purpose.
Once the vegetables are crisp-tender,
move them from the boiling water and
into a large container of ice water. This
will stop the cooking process. Then
you’re ready to bag them for freezing or
use them right away in your spring and
summer meals. 

clean
SALAD NICOISE

2 hard-boiled eggs
1/2 pound of small potatoes
1/2 pound of green beans, blanched
1/2 head of green lettuce, washed and
		 torn into bite-sized pieces
1 (7-ounce) can of tuna fish
4 ounces of tomatoes, diced, or
		 cherry tomatoes
10 black olives
2 tablespoons of capers
1/2 cup of vinaigrette dressing (your
		favorite)
Cook the potatoes until tender and let cool.
Build each salad starting with a layer of
lettuce, then add half the vegetables,
including potatoes, tuna, eggs and olives to
each plate. Sprinkle with capers. Serve with
vinaigrette dressing. Makes 2 servings.

RISOTTO WITH BLANCHED
ASPARAGUS
1 pound asparagus, trimmed, cut into
		 2-inch lengths
5 cups canned or homemade chicken
		broth
2 tablespoons olive oil
1/2 cup chopped onion
1 1/2 cups arborio rice
1/2 cup dry white wine
6 tablespoons butter
3/4 cup freshly grated Parmesan cheese
		 (about 3 ounces)
Blanch asparagus pieces in a large pot of
boiling, salted water for 2 minutes. Drain.
Rinse asparagus under cold water. Drain
asparagus well.
Bring chicken broth to a simmer in a small
saucepan. Reduce heat to low and keep
broth hot. Heat olive oil in a heavy large
saucepan over medium heat. Add chopped
onion and saute until translucent, about
4 minutes. Add rice and stir for 3 minutes.
Add dry white wine and cook until liquid
evaporates. Continue cooking until rice
is tender but still slightly firm in center
and mixture is creamy, adding chicken
broth 1 cup at a time and stirring almost
constantly, about 20 minutes. Add blanched
asparagus pieces and stir until heated
through, about 2 minutes. Remove from
heat. Add 6 tablespoons butter and stir
until incorporated. Stir in grated Parmesan
cheese. Season to taste with salt and
pepper. Makes 4-6 servings.

WALNUT BROCCOLI SALAD
2 pounds broccoli florets
1/2 cup toasted walnuts
1/2 cup jumbo mixed raisins
8 strips bacon cooked and 		
		crumbled
1/2 red onion thinly sliced
1/2 cup mayonnaise
1 tablespoon rice vinegar
		 Salt and freshly ground pepper,
		 to taste
Bring a big pot of water to a boil and
season it liberally with salt. It should
taste like the ocean. Add the broccoli
florets to the water and cook for 60
seconds, until they’re bright green in
color. Immediately drain the broccoli
florets, then rinse with cold water for 2
minutes or place in an ice-water bath
until the broccoli has cooled down.
Transfer the broccoli to a salad spinner,
and spin the broccoli dry or drain well if
you don’t have a spinner. Then blot dry
further with a kitchen towel to prevent
any excess water from diluting the
dressing.
Combine the broccoli with the
toasted walnuts, raisins, bacon, onion,
mayonnaise, vinegar and salt and black
pepper, to taste. Stir well. Chill for at
least 30 minutes, preferably an hour,
before serving to allow the flavors to
marry. Makes 6 servings.
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